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Abstract
Background: Severe falciparum malaria is a major cause of death in tropical countries,
particularly in African children. Accurate diagnosis and prognostic assessment are critical to
clinical management.
Methods: The prognostic value of the malaria parasite count, and the proportions of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) and monocytes (PMMs) containing malaria pigment in
peripheral blood films were assessed in three randomized controlled trials conducted in severe
malaria patients; two in Southeast Asia (AQ Vietnam; n=483 and SEAQUAMAT; n=1,330)
and one in Africa (AQUAMAT; n=4,211). Following a systematic review of the literature,
we incorporated these data into an individual patient data meta-analysis including published
data from the Severe Malaria in African children (SMAC) network (n=25,845) and a study
from Mali (n=166).
Findings: The proportion of pigment containing PMNs on peripheral blood films was strongly
positively correlated with prognosis (odds-ratio for in-hospital mortality for a tenfold increase:
2.53 [95% CI: 2.13-3.00], p = 10−26 ). The meta-analytic odds-ratio estimate for in-hospital
death in patients with >5% pigment containing PMNs compared with lower values was 2.67
(95% CI: 2.08-3.42; p = 10−14 ). Particularly in African children, the proportion of pigment
containing PMNs added substantially to the prognostic assessment from simple bedside examination, and also to the conventional parasite count. In all analyses, the proportion of pigment
containing monocytes had a lower prognostic value.
Interpretation: Microscopy assessment of the proportion of pigment containing PMNs in
a blood film is simple and rapid, and should be performed in all patients hospitalised with
suspected severe malaria. Patients with >5% pigment containing PMNs have more than
double the risk of death.
Other: Funded by Wellcome. The systematic review was registered prospectively on PROSPERO, number CRD42021284527
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Research in context
Evidence before this study Severe falciparum malaria remains a major cause of preventable
childhood mortality in sub-Saharan Africa. In 2019 there were an estimated 274,000 deaths in
children under 5 years. Rapidly identifying patients at the greatest risk of death and providing
effective treatment is essential to saving lives. Based on data from our prospective studies of
strictly defined severe falciparum malaria in Vietnamese adults, the proportions of peripheral
blood neutrophils and monocytes containing malaria pigment (haemozoin) was proposed as a
prognostic factor for mortality. We carried out a systematic review on PubMed of all articles
published between database inception and October 11, 2021, using search terms “intraleukocytic
pigment” and “severe malaria”. In addition to papers published by our research group, we found
two other studies that reported the prognostic value of intraleukocytic pigment counts in severe
malaria cohorts of at least 100 patients: the SMAC network study, the largest published cohort
study conducted in over 25,000 African children with suspected severe malaria, and a cohort of 172
children from Mali. The SMAC study reported that intraleukocytic malaria pigment counts were
not a useful predictor of outcome in African children diagnosed with severe malaria. This differed
from the results from the Malian study and our original study in Vietnamese adults.
Added value of this study We provide new data on the prognostic value of intraleukocytic
malaria pigment counts in over 6,000 adults and children with a strict diagnosis of severe falciparum
malaria studied prospectively in Asia and Africa. These patients were enrolled in three of the
largest randomised controlled trials in severe malaria. These randomised trials have provided the
main evidence base for current global therapeutic recommendations. Our data show that there is
substantial prognostic value in counting intraleukocytic malaria pigment. This was significantly
greater for neutrophil rather than monocyte associated pigment. Pooling all the individual patient
data showed that the prognostic value was consistent across studies and countries, despite the
substantial differences in study populations and study designs. Having more than 5% pigment
containing neutrophils was associated with over double the risk of death from severe falciparum
malaria.
Implications of all the available evidence Intraleukocytic malaria pigment counts have substantial prognostic value in severe falciparum malaria. The proportion of neutrophils containing
malaria pigment should be counted in thin blood films in all patients with suspected severe malaria.
Patients with over 5% of pigment containing neutrophils have a high risk of death.
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Background
Severe malaria is a major cause of preventable childhood death in tropical countries, particularly in
sub-Saharan Africa. Many factors affecting the prognosis of falciparum malaria have been identified
from detailed prospective clinical studies [1, 2, 3, 4]. In routine clinical practice in malaria endemic
areas the initial assessment of disease severity is made in the clinic or at the bedside from the level of
consciousness, vital signs, respiratory pattern and degree of anaemia. If the patient is admitted to
hospital then additional valuable laboratory information of prognostic value may become available,
notably acid-base status from plasma bicarbonate, lactate or blood gas measurement, plasma
creatinine or blood urea, and blood glucose [5]. Rapid tests for blood glucose measurement are
widely available and point of care blood lactate measurement is increasingly available in intensive
care units.
The diagnosis of malaria is made either from microscopy of stained blood slides or, increasingly,
from rapid diagnostic blood tests (RDT). Unfortunately RDTs do not quantify parasitaemia and
also do not provide other information of prognostic value. Even small poorly equipped hospitals
usually have a microscope. Microscopy malaria parasite counts are still often semi-quantitative in
reports (although this is no longer recommended), but additional information of prognostic value
may be obtained from counting the malaria parasites, assessing their stage of development [6], and
by counting the proportions of leukocytes that have ingested malaria pigment [7, 8, 9]. In many
locations only a thick blood film is taken, whereas for counting high density parasitaemias, staging
parasite development and assessing intraleukocytic pigment the thin film is easier to read and
more accurate. Haemozoin, or malaria pigment, is released at schizont rupture and some of this
material is phagocytosed immediately by circulating phagocytic cells. As a result the amount of
this particulate material in the circulation reflects the extent of earlier schizogony. Monocytes also
ingest malaria pigment but, as they have slower turnover in the circulation than polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (PMNs), in blood films (or intradermal smears) malaria pigment in monocytes (PMMs)
persists for longer than in PMNs [10]. Although there is general agreement that the proportion
of PMNs or PMMs containing intraleukocytic pigment are higher in more severe disease, there is
disagreement about its prognostic value [11, 9, 7, 12], notably whether it adds to simple clinical
diagnostics. A prospective study in 26,296 patients with a suspected diagnosis of severe falciparum
malaria from the SMAC network reported that quantitation of intraleukocytic pigment containing
cell counts after adjustment for the main indicators of severity (coma, acidosis, lactate and weight
for age z-score) did not provide additional prognostic value [11]. There is therefore uncertainty,
and so in routine practice, despite their simplicity, intraleukocytic pigment containing cell counts
are generally not reported.
The prognostic value of intraleukocytic pigment was assessed in three of the largest prospective
randomised controlled trials of Asian adults and children (AQ Vietnam and SEAQUAMAT) [13, 14]
and of African children (AQUAMAT) [15] with severe falciparum malaria. Following a systematic
review of the literature, we pooled individual patient data from over 32,000 patients clinically
diagnosed with severe malaria and assessed the prognostic value of the proportion of pigment
containing PMNs and PMMs.

Methods
Clinical trials
These three clinical trials were conducted by associated research teams. The AQ Vietnam trial was
a very detailed single centre study in Vietnamese adults with severe falciparum malaria. Intensive
clinical and laboratory monitoring was performed by a specialist team in a dedicated ward. This
trial provided the basis for the design and conduct of the multi-centre trials conducted in adults
and children with severe falciparum malaria in South-East Asia (SEAQUAMAT: mainly adults),
and then in Africa (AQUAMAT: mainly children).
AQ Vietnam trial
The AQ Vietnam trial was a double-blind randomised controlled comparison of intramuscular
artemether and intramuscular quinine in 560 Vietnamese adults with strictly defined severe falciparum malaria. It was conducted between May 1991 and January 1996 in a specialist ward of the
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Hospital for Tropical Diseases, Ho Chi Minh City. Malaria blood film microscopy was performed
on admission before enrollment. Full details have been published previously [13], and data on the
prognostic value of pigment containing PMN and PMM counts were published for the first 300
patients [7].
South East Asian Quinine Artesunate Malaria Trial (SEAQUAMAT)
The SEAQUAMAT trial was a multicentre open label randomised comparison of parenteral artesunate and parenteral quinine in 1,461 Asian adults and children admitted to hospital with severe
falciparum malaria [14]. The participating centres were located in Bangladesh, Myanmar (7 hospitals), India, and Indonesia. Patients over two years of age were included in the study if they had a
positive RDT for P. falciparum histidine rich protein 2 (Pf HRP2; Paracheck: Orchid Biosystems,
Goa, India) and, in the admitting physician’s clinical opinion, they had severe malaria, and they or
their attendant relative of guardian, gave fully informed written consent. Patients were excluded if
there was a convincing history of full treatment with quinine or an artemisinin derivative for more
than 24 hours before admission. Full details of the trial have been published previously [14].
The African Quinine Artesunate Malaria Treatment Trial (AQUAMAT)
The AQUAMAT trial was a multicentre open label randomised comparison of parenteral artesunate and parenteral quinine in 5,425 African children admitted to hospital with severe falciparum malaria [15]. The eleven participating centres in nine countries across Africa were: Hospital
Central da Beira, Beira, Mozambique; Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital, Banjul, The Gambia;
Komfo Anokye Hospital, Kumasi, Ghana; Kilifi District General Hospital, Kilifi, Kenya; Magunga
District Hospital, Korogwe, Tanzania; Teule District Hospital, Muheza, Tanzania; University of
Ilorin Teaching Hospital, Ilorin, Nigeria; Mbarara Teaching Hospital, Mbarara, Uganda; Kingasani
Health Centre, Kinshasa, DRC; Rwamagana Hospital, Rwamagana, Rwanda and Nyanza Hospital, Nyanza, Rwanda. Children less than 15 years were included in the study if they had a
positive RDT for Pf LDH (Optimal®) and, in the admitting physician’s clinical opinion, they
had severe malaria, and they or their attendant relative or guardian gave fully informed written
consent. Patients were excluded if there was a convincing history of full treatment with quinine
or an artemisinin derivative for more than 24 hours before admission. Overall a third of enrolled
patients had cerebral malaria. Full details of the trial have been published previously [15].

Procedures
In the three trials, an initial clinical assessment was recorded and a peripheral thick and thin
blood smear was made for quantitative malaria parasite counting. In the AQ Vietnam study,
blood was also taken for immediate haematocrit, blood glucose, plasma lactate and blood gas
measurements, blood culture, cross match if necessary, and same day laboratory haematology and
biochemistry. Pigment containing leukocytes on the admission blood films were counted later by
expert microscopists blinded to the patient outcome. In the SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT trials,
blood was taken for immediate haematocrit and biochemical analysis using the EC8+ card in a hand
held battery operated internally calibrated biochemical analyser (i-STAT, Abbott Laboratories, Il,
USA). This provided an immediate hard copy readout with time and date. Parasitised erythrocytes
were counted on the Giemsa or reverse Field’s stained thin film and reported per 1000 red cells, or
if the count was low or the thin film unavailable, was counted in the thick film (and reported as
parasites/200WBC). Parasite counts were checked, and parasite staging and leukocyte associated
pigment was assessed at the reference laboratory in Bangkok. In each study the numbers of
leukocytes containing visible malaria pigment were counted per 100 PMNs and per 30 monocytes
under oil immersion microscopy at X1000 magnification on thin blood films (or thick films if the
thin film was unavailable).

Ethical review
The trial protocols were reviewed and approved by each site’s appropriate ethical review board
(ERBs), and also by the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics committee (OXTREC).
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Systematic review
We searched PubMed for the terms (‘intraleukocytic pigment’ OR ‘pigment’) AND (‘severe malaria’)
to find all studies that measured the proportions of either pigment containing PMNs or pigment
containing PMMs in patients diagnosed with severe falciparum malaria. Out of a total of 135
publications, after removing duplicates, reviews, animal studies, studies in non-severe disease and
non P. falciparum malaria, we identified 12 relevant publications. The median sample size was 46
with a range of 10 to 26,296. We decided to contact investigators of the three studies which had included 100 or more patients diagnosed with severe malaria [9, 11, 16]. We were unable to obtain the
individual patient data from Boeuf et al. [16]. The systematic review was registered prospectively
on PROSPERO, number CRD42021284527 (https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_
record.php?RecordID=284527).
Additional Studies
1. Severe Malaria in African Children (SMAC) SMAC was a multicentre network observational study [17]. The evaluated population comprised all parasitaemic children suspected of having
severe malaria who were admitted to each of the participating hospitals of the SMAC network.
The SMAC network included sites in 5 countries: Banjul, The Gambia (Medical Research Council
Laboratories, Malaria Research Programme, in collaboration with the Royal Victoria Teaching
Hospital); Blantyre, Malawi (Blantyre Malaria Project, Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital); Kumasi, Ghana (University of Science and Technology, School of Medical Science); Kilifi, Kenya
(Kenya Medical Research Institute for Geographic Medicine); and 2 sites in Gabon, Lambarene
and Libreville, both run by the Medical Research Unit of Albert Schweitzer Hospital. All children
aged between 1 month and 15 years of age suspected of having malaria and who were sick enough
to be hospitalized were screened with a thick blood smear for P. falciparum parasites. Clinical and
laboratory measures were documented and children were followed during their hospital admission.
Pigment-containing mononuclear leukocytes, and pigmented granulocytes (PMNs) were counted
as described by Lell et al. in stained thick blood smears [18]. The numbers of pigment containing
monocytes and pigment containing granulocytes were reported per 200 cells. Thus, only a minority
of the children in the SMAC study had strictly defined severe malaria. Overall 9.3% of enrolled
patients had coma (BCS ≤ 2). Full details have been published previously [11].
2. Mali study: Lyke et al. 172 patients diagnosed with severe malaria were enrolled in Bandiagara, Mali from July 2000 to December 2001 [9]. The proportions of pigment containing PMNs
and PMMs were quantitated on thin films by counting 100 PMNs and 30 PMMs, respectively.
Microscopists were blinded to clinical presentation and outcome. 20% of patients had coma and
15 patients died (9%).

Statistical analysis
Prognostic value of quantitative microscopy cell counts
In all analyses we used in-hospital mortality as the primary endpoint (this was the primary endpoint in all three randomised trials). We used the odds-ratio scale to estimate effects. To estimate
the relationship between baseline quantitative microscopy cell counts and in-hospital mortality, we
fitted univariable generalised additive logistic regression models with mortality as the dependent
(outcome) variable, and the baseline counts on the log10 scale as the dependent (predictor) variable.
For all the microscopy cell counts, there were a substantial number of zero counts, and the distributions were highly right skewed as a consequence. We used a Box-Cox log10 (x+λ) transformation
to reduce the right skew whilst accounting for the zero counts where, for the pigment containing
PMNS and PMMs, x is expressed as a percentage and λ = 0.5; and for the parasite counts x is
the per µL density and λ = 50 (approximately half the lower limit of detection for a thick film).
Sensitivity analyses varied these λ parameters. For the proportions of pigment containing PMNs
and PMMs, estimated odds-ratios for death are sensitive to the choice of the additive parameter
in this Box-Cox transformation. The value of λ = 0.5 was chosen as this resulted in approximately
the same odds-ratio when analysing all data under the log10 (x + λ) transformation, or only the
positive count data under a log10 transformation.
The generalised additive logistic regression models were fit using the R package mgcv which
implements penalised regression using smooth splines. We chose a spline based regression approach
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as the association between mortality and baseline quantitative microscopy cell counts could plausibly be non-linear on the logit scale. To avoid over-fitting we set the maximum basis for the smooth
spline component to be 4. Random effect terms were included for country of enrolment and study.
Independent models were fitted to the data from Asian adults and children (SEAQUAMAT and
AQ Vietnam), and African children (AQUAMAT). In addition we fitted models to all available
data from African children (AQUAMAT, SMAC and the Mali study).
Prognostic models adjusted for baseline severity
To characterise the additional prognostic information of pigmented intraleukocytic count data, we
fitted additional prognostic models of death adjusted for known prognostic clinical variables (coma:
yes/no; suspected acidosis: yes/no) or known clinical and readily measured laboratory variables
(hypoglycaemia: yes/no; blood urea nitrogen; lactate) [4].
Coma was defined in children as a Blantyre coma score (BCS) ≤2 and in adults as a Glasgow coma score (GCS) ≤10. Suspected acidosis was defined clinically in the SEAQUAMAT and
AQUAMAT trials as acidotic breathing; in SMAC as deep breathing (Kussmaul respirations); in
the AQ Vietnam study this was not recorded explicitly so we used the proxy variable of respiratory rate. Hypoglycaemia was defined as a blood glucose ≤2.2mmol/L. Lactate was measured in
venous plasma for the AQ Vietnam trial and in venous whole blood in the SMAC study. Blood
urea nitrogen in SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT was measured with the i-stat handheld analyser.
The prognostic models were logistic regression models with the binary predictor of >5% pigment
containing PMNs or PMMs and with nested random intercept terms for hospital, country and
study, fitted using the R package lme4.
Meta-analysis
To estimate the meta-analytic prognostic value of a pigmented PMN count or a pigmented PMM
count ≥5% with respect to in-hospital mortality, we fitted (i) a logistic regression model with
nested random effects by hospital, country and study (for SMAC we had data only at the country
level except for Gabon); (ii) a logistic regression model assuming random effects across countries
and studies. Estimation and visualisation of the meta-analysis was done with the R package meta.

Data availability
Pigment containing PMN counts and pigmented PMM counts for the AQ Vietnam, SEAQUAMAT
and AQUAMAT studies are available along with parasite counts, coma, acidosis and outcome on the
github repository (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5720163). Data from the SMAC network
are openly available at: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:
10.7910/DVN/0CTWUJ

Code availability
All the code and data are available via a github repository: https://github.com/jwatowatson/
MalariaPigmentPrognosis
Role of the funding source
The study sponsors had no role in study design; in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of
data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the paper for publication.

Results
Prognostic value of quantitative microscopy in three randomised trials
Quantitative pigment containing PMN counts were available for 483 patients from the AQ Vietnam trial; 1,330 patients from the SEAQUAMAT trial; and 4,211 patients from the AQUAMAT
trial. For the pigment containing PMMs the corresponding numbers were 301, 1,329, and 4,186,
respectively, and for parasite counts were 560, 1,457, and 4,786, respectively. Mortality in the
patients with available and readable blood slides (where readable means that accurate counting
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Table 1: Pooled individual patient data set. For age we show the median (range). n is the total
number of patients enrolled in each study.
Study

Countries

Years

n

Deaths

AQ Vietnam
[13]
SEAQUAMAT
[14]

Vietnam

19911996
20032005

560

83
(15%)
270
(19%)

20052010

5425

20002005
20002001

AQUAMAT
[15]

SMAC [11]

Lyke et al. [9]

Myanmar,
India,
Bangladesh,
Indonesia
Mozambique,
The
Gambia,
DRC, Tanzania,
Kenya, Rwanda,
Nigeria, Ghana,
Uganda
The
Gambia,
Kenya, Malawi,
Ghana, Gabon
Mali

52%

PMN
counts
483

PMM
counts
301

Parasite
counts
560

25 (2-87)

43%

1330

1329

1457

527
(10%)

2 (0-14)

36%

4211

4186

4786

26389

1136
(4%)

2.2 (0-15)

9%

25845

25025

26199

172

15 (9%)

2.5
(0.210.4)

21%

166

166

172

1461

Age
(years)
30 (15-79)

Coma

was possible) and those without slides were comparable in the SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT
trials. In both trials, higher parasitaemia correlated with improved slide readability, with 70%
of readable slides (1,010 out of 1,420) in patients with parasite densities less than 10,000 per µL
versus 89% of readable slides (4,283 out of 4,823) in patients with parasite densities above 10,000
per µL.
We compared the prognostic value of pigment containing PMNs, pigment containing PMMs,
and standard malaria parasite counts in Asian adults and children and African children by fitting
flexible generalised additive logistic models to in-hospital mortality (Figure 1). The prognostic
value of peripheral blood malaria parasite counts differed substantially for Asian adults and children
versus African children. Low parasite counts (<1,000 per µL) were associated with slightly higher
than average mortality in African children (AQUAMAT, p = 0.005 for the spline fit). This is most
likely explained by mis-classification of severe disease, i.e. misdiagnosing severe (usually bacterial)
illness and incidental parasitaemia as severe falciparum malaria [19]. It has been estimated that
approximately one third of children in sub-Saharan Africa with an initial diagnosis of severe malaria
are misclassified [20, 21]. In Asian adults and children, in whom the diagnosis of severe malaria is
more specific, mortality rose steeply for parasite counts >10,000 per µL (p = 10−11 for the spline
fit) and there was no significant increase in mortality at low parasite densities. The prognostic
value of pigment containing PMNs was consistent across Asian adults and children, and African
children, with higher mortality for higher counts (p = 10−8 and p = 10−16 for the spline fits,
respectively). The effect was strongest in the Asian adults and children, where the mortality in
patients with 20% or more of pigment containing PMNs was at least three times greater than
in those with no pigment containing PMNs (>30% vs <10%, respectively). By contrast pigment
containing PMMs had a lower prognostic value although the quantitative counts were correlated
with in-hospital mortality (p = 0.02 and p = 0.005 for Asian adults and chidren, and African
children, respectively).
We fitted a mixed effects logistic regression model to in-hospital mortality, combining individual
patient data from the three randomised trials (nested random effects per site, country and study).
A ten-fold increase in the pigment containing PMN count was associated with an odds-ratio for
death of 2.53 (95% CI 2.13-3.00, p = 10−26 ). A ten-fold increase in the pigment containing PMM
count was associated with an odds-ratio for death of 1.39 (95% CI: 1.21-1.59, p = 10−6 ).

Individual patient meta-analysis of intraleukocytic malaria pigment counts
A systematic review of the literature identified three previously published studies which recorded
intraleukocytic pigment in over 100 patients with severe malaria [9, 11, 16]. We obtained individual
patient data from two of these studies [9, 11]. We conducted an individual patient data metaanalysis using the pooled data set (overview given in Table 1, n=32,035 patients with data on
the proportion of pigment containing PMNs, n=31,007 patients with data on the proportion of
pigment containing PMMs, and n=33,174 patients with malaria parasite densities). There were
no identified issues with data integrity in the pooled studies.
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Southeast Asia
AQ Vietnam &
SEAQUAMAT

Sub-Saharan
Africa
AQUAMAT

Figure 1: Prognostic value of quantitative microscopy cell counts in Asian adults and children (top
panels: AQ Vietnam and SEAQUAMAT trials) and African children (bottom panels: AQUAMAT
trial) with severe falciparum malaria. Each histogram shows the number of patients with available
data. The black lines (grey shaded areas) show the mean (95% confidence interval) predicted
mortality as a function of each quantitative count, estimated using a generalised additive logistic
regression model (fitted using mgcv in R, with random effects per study site and 4 degrees of
freedom). Note the y-axis scales are different for the Asian adults and African children. The
x-axes are on a log10 scale, showing 99% of the range of observed values. For the PMN and PMM,
the x-axes shows a log10 x + 0.5 transformation (where x is expressed a percentage)
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Figure 2: The prognostic value of quantitative microscopy cell counts in over 30,000 children from
12 countries across sub-Saharan Africa in three studies (AQUAMAT [15], SMAC [11], and Lyke
et al. [9]). The histograms in the top panels show the count distribution for each variable (from
left to right: parasite density, pigment containing PMNs, and pigment containing PMMs). The
bottom panels show the estimated relationships between the counts and in-hospital mortality. The
black lines (grey shaded areas) show the mean (95% confidence interval) predicted mortality as a
function of each quantitative count, estimated using a generalised additive logistic regression model
(fitted using mgcv in R, with random intercept terms per study site and 4 degrees of freedom).
Prognostic value of quantitative microscopy counts in African children
In our pooled dataset, 30,868 African children had recorded parasite densities; 30,222 had recorded
proportions of pigment containing PMNs, and 29,377 had recorded proportions of pigment containing PMMs. Figure 2 shows the estimated relationships between the quantitative microscopy
counts and in-hospital mortality, using generalised additive regressions models with random effect terms for each study and each study site. As observed in the AQUAMAT trial, there was
a ‘U-shaped’ relationship between the parasite count and a fatal outcome, with both low parasitaemia (<10,000 per µL) and hyperparasitaemia (>100,000 µL) associated with an increased risk
of death (p = 10−16 for the spline fit). The proportions of pigment containing PMNs and pigment
containing PMMs were both strongly positively correlated with in-hospital mortality, with the
strongest mortality increase observed for proportions of pigment containing PMNs greater than
5% (p = 10−40 and p = 10−10 for the spline fits for the pigment containing PMNs and PMMs,
respectively).
Prognostic value of >5% pigment containing PMNs
In the pooled data set, the greatest increase in mortality was seen in patients with >5% pigment
containing PMNs (Figure S2). When comparing mortality outcomes in patients with >5% pigment
containing PMNs versus ≤5% pigment containing PMNs, pooling all available data we obtained a
9
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Figure 3: Meta-analysis of the prognostic value for mortality of >5% versus ≤ 5% pigment containing PMNs (pPMN) in 32,035 patients clinically diagnosed with severe falciparum malaria. We show
the individual estimates broken down by country of enrolment for each study except for SMAC,
Gabon where the distribution of pigment containing PMNs was substantially different between the
two sites (Lambaréné and Libreville).
meta-analytic estimate of the odds-ratio for in-hospital death of 2.67 (95% CI: 2.08-3.42, p = 10−14 ,
Figure 3). In comparison, comparing mortality outcomes in patients with >5% pigment containing
monocytes versus ≤5% pigment containing monocytes, the meta-analytic estimate of the odds-ratio
for in-hospital death was 1.37 (95% CI: 1.11-1.67, p = 10−3 , Figure S3). If we assume a baseline
risk of death of 5%, then an odds-ratio for death of 2.67 translates to a risk ratio of approximately
2.5, i.e. a mortality of 12.5% in patients with >5% pigment containing PMNs compared to a
mortality of 5% in patients with ≤5% pigment containing PMNs.

Prognostic value of intraleukocytic malaria pigment in addition to clinical
and laboratory signs of severity
The utility of a prognostic test in severe malaria depends on whether it adds information to simple
bedside assessment. With the exception of blood glucose, laboratory tests are not usually available
immediately at point of care in the rural tropics -whereas most facilities do have a microscope
(although unfortunately clean slides, good quality stains and anhydrous methanol are often not
available). We assessed the prognostic value of >5% pigment containing PMNs and >5% pigmented
PMMs before and after adjustment for known highly prognostic clinical and laboratory variables
(Figure 4). The clinical variables were coma (yes/no) and Kussmaul’s breathing (for AQ Vietnam
this was not recorded specifically so we used the respiratory rate as a proxy); the laboratory
variables were hypoglycaemia and either lactate (for AQ Vietnam and SMAC) or blood urea
nitrogen (for SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT). The study by Lyke et al. did not have any data on
admission severity apart from coma so we omitted it from this analysis. The results show clearly
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Figure 4: The prognostic value of intraleukocytic pigment counts in severe falciparum malaria with
and without adjustment for known prognostic clinical and laboratory variables (clinical: coma and
acidosis; laboratory hypoglycaemia and either lactate for AQ Vietnam and SMAC or blood urea
nitrogen for SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT).
that pigment containing PMN counts provided additional prognostic information over that of the
bedside clinical assessment and even laboratory biomarkers. In African children the additional
prognostic value was substantial.

Relationship between malaria parasite density and intraleukocytic pigment
We compared peripheral parasite densities to the intraleukocytic pigment counts in the pooled
data set (Figure S4). The peripheral parasite density was highly predictive of having >5% pigment
containing PMNs or PMMs (for a ten-fold increase in parasitaemia, the odds-ratio for having >5%
pigmented PMNs was 2.4 [95% CI: 2.3-2.6], and the odds-ratio for having >5% pigment containing
PMMs was 1.7 [95% CI: 1.6-1.7]). This translated roughly to less than 1 in 20 patients with
parasite densities under 1,000 per µL having pigment containing PMNs >5%, compared to 1 in 5
patients with hyperparasitaemia (>100,000 per µL).

Diagnostic value of intraleukocytic malaria pigment in severe illness
Plasma Pf HRP2 is the best available biomarker for the assessment of the sequestered parasite
biomass in severe malaria [19]. The diagnosis of severe malaria is highly specific for patients with
a plasma Pf HRP2 concentration ≥ 1,000 ng/ml [21]. We assessed the diagnostic value of the
proportion of pigment containing PMNs and PMMs by comparing their values with the plasma
Pf HRP2 concentrations in patients from the AQUAMAT trial in which both were measured.
Plasma Pf HRP2 concentrations and proportions of pigment containing PMNs and PMMs were
jointly available for a total of 2,933 and 2,913 patients from the AQUAMAT trial, respectively.
In total 1,890 of these patients (64%) had a plasma Pf HRP2 concentration above 1,000 ng/ml.
The proportions of pigment containing PMNs and pigment containing PMMs were both highly
correlated with plasma Pf HRP2 concentrations ≥ 1,000 ng/mL (Figure 5, p = 10−26 and p = 10−15
for a mixed effects logistic regression model fits, respectively). In patients with ≤5% pigment
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containing PMNs, 1,306 out of 2,178 (60%) had a plasma Pf HRP2 ≥ 1,000 ng/mL. In comparison,
in patients with >5% pigment containing PMNs, 583 out of 755 (77%) had a plasma Pf HRP2
≥ 1,000 ng/mL. The corresponding proportions with less than and greater than 5% pigment
containing PMMs were 672 out of 1208 (56%) and 1204 out of 1705 (71%), respectively.

Discussion
Severe falciparum malaria is estimated to kill over 1000 people each day. Most of these deaths are
in young children in Africa. Rapid recognition of the disease and administration of artesunate are
important determinants of outcome. In hospitals and health centres confirmation of the diagnosis
of malaria and recognition of the three major clinical components of severe malaria (coma, acidotic
breathing, severe anaemia) can be done immediately. Rapid diagnostic tests are increasingly used
to diagnose malaria even in hospitals, with less use of microscopy than in previous years. Indeed
there are concerns that microscopy proficiency and support are declining in malaria endemic areas.
But microscopy of thin and thick blood films provides important prognostic information which the
current rapid tests do not. Thick blood films must be dried thoroughly but thin blood films can
be fixed and then read immediately. In addition to the malaria parasite count (the proportion of
red cells containing one or more parasites), their stage of development can be assessed, and the
proportion of leukocytes containing ingested malaria pigment can be counted. Polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (PMNs: granulocytes; nearly all neutrophils) are more abundant than monocytes, are
readily identified, and an assessment of 100 cells in the tail of the thin blood film usually usually
takes only a few minutes. This study, which used prospective assessments from three of the largest
randomized controlled trials in severe falciparum malaria, and then combined these within an
individual patient data meta-analysis of all the large studies which recorded interleukocytic pigment
data, shows clearly the prognostic value of counting the proportion of PMNs with intraleukocytic
malaria pigment. This count provides substantial additional prognostic information above that
provided by a simple rapid bedside assessment.
As previously reported, the peripheral blood parasite density is a poor prognosticator in severe
malaria in African children [4], with a non-linear ‘U-shaped’ relationship to in-hospital mortality.
This is because the peripheral parasite density reflects poorly the sequestered parasite burden
[19] and because severe malaria is frequently misdiagnosed. In much of Africa, where malaria
transmission is high, differentiating severe malaria from other causes of severe childhood illness is
difficult [20, 21, 22]. Asymptomatic parasitaemia is common and so many children are diagnosed as
having severe malaria, whereas in fact they have another severe illness (usually bacterial sepsis) and
incidental parasitaemia [23]. Thus, our assessment of the prognostic value of the intraleukocytic
malaria pigment counts in true severe malaria may be an underestimate in studies of African
children as mortality was higher than average in the children who probably did not have malaria
(Figure 2).
Sequestration of parasitised erythrocytes in the venules and capillaries of vital organs is the
fundamental pathophysiological process in severe malaria [24, 22]. The concentrations of Pf HRP2
and parasite DNA in plasma are quantitative measures of the preceding hidden sequestered parasite
burden as both are liberated into the circulating plasma at schizont rupture. Both measurements
correlate strongly with disease severity [19, 25]. Clinically the obstructed microcirculation in
the retinal, buccal or rectal circulations can be visualized [26]. Indirect ophthalmoscopy by an
experienced clinician can identify characteristic retinal and vascular changes which are highly
specific for falciparum malaria as the cause of coma. However these approaches require special
training and relevant equipment at the bedside, and they are generally not performed. Quantifying
the proportion of pigment containing neutrophils on a thin blood film is a simple, inexpensive and
more rapid alternative way to assess the sequestered biomass. Pf HRP2 remains in the circulation
for days, and so accumulates with successive schizogony whereas P. falciparum DNA and haemozoin
are removed more rapidly from the circulation. The rate of removal of haemozoin depends on the
turnover and clearance of the cells which have phagocytosed it. PMN counts in severe malaria are
usually normal or slightly raised. PMNs have substantially more rapid turnover than PMMs, with
a half-life in the circulation of about 19 hours compared to 45 hours [10]. Thus, the proportion of
PMNs containing intraleukocytic pigment is a function of the amount of recent schizogony. This
explains its prognostic value. By contrast monocytes which have ingested pigment reflect a longer
time course and are associated with anaemia [27]. The number of monocytes with intraleukocytic
malaria pigment still has prognostic value, but much less so than for PMNs. The blood cell counts
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Figure 5: The diagnostic value of pigment containing PMNs and PMMs in severe falciparum
malaria. The top panels show scatterplots of the proportion of pigment containing PMNs and
PMMs against the plasma Pf HRP2 concentration, in 2,933 patients from the AQUAMAT trial
who had both measurements recorded. The bottom panels show the estimated probability of
having a plasma Pf HRP2 concentration >1000 ng/ml as a function of the pigment containing
intraleukocytic count (using a mixed effects logistic regression model).
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also inform the diagnosis. Finding PMNs with intraleukocytic malaria pigment points strongly
to malaria as the cause of severe illness. Higher platelet counts, higher white blood cell counts,
absence of PMNs containing pigment and low parasite counts all point towards an alternative
diagnosis to malaria as the cause of severe illness [20, 21].
Although it is recommended that both thin and thick blood films are taken from patients suspected of having severe malaria, in many centres only the thick film is performed [17]. Quality
thin films require clean glass slides, filtered stains, anhydrous methanol, and good technique. But
they are much easier to read, they provide more accurate counts in high density infections, and
they also allow more accurate staging of parasite development. Thick films take time to dry, and
are more difficult to evaluate accurately because cellular morphology is contracted, and artefacts
and stain precipitates may be mistaken for pigment. The speed and simplicity of this rapid test
is particularly important in rural settings with limited access to laboratory support. Where there
is a microscope thin film assessment should be a routine part of the assessment of any patient
suspected of having severe falciparum malaria. Microscopy cell counts are also necessary for cerebrospinal fluid assessment, amongst many other dignostic benefits. Health systems should support
maintenance of quality microscopy. New inexpensive cell phone adapted automated methods of microscopy cell counting are now being developed and evaluated which may be adaptable to parasite
counting, staging and neutrophil pigment assessment [28].
Our conclusions differ from those of the SMAC network analysis [11]. Their retrospective
data analysis concluded that “although high levels of pigmented cells were associated with a fatal
outcome in some study sites, they were not useful predictors of outcome across Africa” and that
“they were not useful markers of fatal outcome for individual patients”. Reanalysis of the SMAC
data shows that although the studied children had a much broader range of disease severities
(i.e. in contrast to the randomised controlled trials evaluated here, a substantial proportion of
children in the SMAC database did not have severe malaria and the overall mortality was low),
and thick blood films rather than thin films were evaluated, the results of the five malaria studies
are highly consistent. The proportion of PMNs containing malaria pigment has strong diagnostic
and prognostic value, and importantly it adds significantly to the bedside assessment of coma and
acidotic breathing.
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Figure S1: Relationship between parasitaemia and data availability on pigment containing PMNs
and PMMs in the SEAQUAMAT and AQUAMAT randomised trials.

S1

Systematic review

From the systematic review we identified 12 studies (including the published results from the AQ
Vietnam study) [9, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 16, 35, 8].
The majority of these studies had very small sample sizes relative to the AQUAMAT and
SEAQUAMAT trials (the median sample size was 46 for the number of severe malaria patients;
some studies included uncomplicated malaria). We decided to only attempt to contact study
authors to obtain individual patient data for studies with at least 100 patients with severe malaria.
The data from Boeuf et al [16] could not be obtained as the principal investigator who had access
to the data was deceased. The list of all studies can be found in a supplementary file.
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Figure S2: Meta-analysis of the prognostic value of pigment containing PMNs and PMMs stratified
into five levels with no pigment as the reference level. Substantial increases in mortality are seen
for >5% pigment containing PMNs. Point estimates and uncertainty intervals were calculated
using a logistic regression model with nested random effects for site, country and study (glmer in
R).
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Figure S3: Meta-analysis of the prognostic value for mortality of >5% versus ≤ 5% pigment
containing PMMs in 31,007 patients clinically diagnosed with severe falciparum malaria. We show
the individual estimates broken down by country of enrolment for each study except for SMAC,
Gabon where the distribution of pigment containing PMNs was substantially different between the
two sites (Lambaréné and Libreville).
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Figure S4: Relationship between the parasite density and the intraleukocytic malaria pigment (top:
PMNs, bottom: PMMs). The left panels show scatterplots for the whole pooled data set; the right
panels show the probability of having >5% pigment containing PMNs or PMMs as a function of
the peripheral parasite density (fitted using a logistic regression model with nested random effects
for site, country and study).
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